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Open University petrological 
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The Virtual Microscope



Teaching

• Why we developed a virtual microscope

• From passive to active learning

• Gaining practical skills



Teaching petrology – books and images



But what about practical skills…



We had one hour to introduce new students 

to practical petrology microscopy



And then they were studying rock thin 

sections



Assessing students practical skills

Seeing – Identifying - Classifying



Continuous assessment questions

This rock specimen contains holes and when a thin section is made 

of such a rock the holes are visible as areas with no large crystals, 

but they are not completely blank. The holes appear colourless in 

plane-polarised light but black between crossed polars, often with 

fine dust which is the polishing material. Some holes contain bubbles 

in the glue (such as the one at location (3265, 3280), others show 

glue and darker areas of polishing material (such as the one at 

location 7566, 5580). You will see at least 10 holes in the thin 

section; these are important in your answers to this question.

• a. Describe rock specimen Unknown 7 in the Digital Kit using the 

‘zoom’ and ‘pan’ features to examine the sample at a range of 

magnifications. You should note, in particular, colour, grain size, 

texture and any other features. Do not attempt to name any 

individual mineral at this stage. 



More questions – using locations

1. Identify the mineral at the centre of hotspot location ‘View 1’, giving 

your reasons

2. Identify the mineral at location (9352, 2983), giving your reasons. 

3. The mineral at location (9210, 2728) is normally colourless but all 

the examples in this rock are altered and thus appear deep brown 

in colour. Nevertheless, the mineral preserves its original 

characteristics other than colour. Identify the original mineral, 

giving your reasons. 



The virtual microscope online

http://microscope.open.ac.uk



Student experience

• Students and tutors engaged with the new virtual 

microscope with enthusiasm

• Staff reported that students at residential school were at 

least as well prepared having studied petrology using 

the virtual microscope

• Some staff and students miss the physical interaction 

and ‘real rocks’ of the kits



Outreach

• Joint project with the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge

• The STFC and OU-NASA virtual microscopes



Darwin Year



Darwin the geologist



The Darwin VM

• The Darwin virtual microscope can 

be viewed at:

microscope.open.ac.uk



Saint Helena



Access to rare samples such as moon rocks

The Lunar virtual microscope can be viewed at:

microscope.open.ac.uk



Lunar virtual microscope



74220 Lunar soil





12022 lunar basalt



12022



Mobile and other virtual microscopes



Future 

• Teaching collections

• Rocks of the British Isles – with BGS, just need the 

funding…


